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Experiencing difficulties 
with content marketing is 

inevitable. If you haven’t found 
the answers you need, now is the 
time for a game changer. If you’re 
a startup founder who wants their 
business to take off, it may be time 
to make some drastic changes to 
your content marketing.

The Content Marketing Institute 
is a company that has one 
focus: improving and advancing 
content marketing. 

Originally Junta42 in 2007, the 
business became an industry leader 
in content marketing matching 
– but the people wanted more 
information and education on 
content marketing. This is where 
the Content Marketing Institute, 
Content Marketing World and CCO 
magazine developed. 

CMI was founded by Joe 
Pulizzi, who is not only a 
content marketing master, 
but is also an entrepreneur, 
speaker and author on content 
marketing. His belief in that 
content marketing can continue 
to advance is only just the 
beginning of the importance of 
content marketing.

What they do
So what exactly does the Content Marketing Institute do?

•	 Provide helpful and useful advice on content marketing
•	 Offer news and exclusive articles, including an ebook, on content 

marketing
•	 Offer strategies and plans for creating a successful content marketing plan
•	 Give tips to those who are just starting out and need to understand how 

content marketing works

You may be thinking one thing: there are hundreds of websites online that 
offer the same tips on content marketing that you’ve read over and over. This 
is where you are mistaken. The Content Marketing Institute goes above and 
beyond to provide guidance and assistance for those who want more out 
of their content marketing. They ensure that anyone who has an interest of 
requires help regarding their content marketing will get it.

Because of Pulizzi’s belief that brands have the ability to push harder and do more 
with their content marketing than they have in the past, this company strives to 
offer more helpful and beneficial information to anyone who seeks aid.

Why it matters to you
Sure – it may be easy for you to push out loads and loads of content without 
any hesitation, but how useful is that content? Are you sure you’re truly 
offering your customers information that they need or are you just creating 
content that is being neglected by the reader?

As a startup founder, much of your marketing is based around content 
marketing. It may take awhile for you to establish your business and allow 
your startup time to take off but with the perfect content marketing strategy, 
this will give you the chance to truly push your startup out to the audience.

The guidance you will receive from the Content Marketing Institute will be 
relevant to you because it will offer you a strategy and outline on how to 
create a perfect and successful content marketing plan. 

Through the website, you can also find out information such as how your 
content marketing measures up to others or just read articles and published 
work from other successful entrepreneurs. This company even offers a 
consulting group to further assist you if your content marketing needs have 
not been met!

Many startups fail because of a poorly constructed content marketing strategy. 
Startup founders fail to realize that content marketing is not simply publishing 
articles on your blog or filling up your social media channels with useless 
information; it takes a strategic plan which the Content Marketing Institute 
can help you develop.

Content Marketing World
One of the other developments founded by Joe Pulizzi after Junta42 was 
Content Marketing World: the largest content marketing event in the 
entire world!



In the 2014 Cleveland event, there were over 2600 
delegates from over 50 different countries. This 
event offers content marketers and others who are 
interested to network, meet with and speak to some 
of the best professionals in the content marketing 
industry. 

The event that recently took place in 2014 had 
speakers from some of the biggest brands in the 
world, including Julie Fleischer of Kraft Foods, Jeff 
Charney of Progressive and David Jones of John Deere. 
Attendees also enjoyed a closing from keynote speaker 
Kevin Spacey.

Attending this event not only provided those who 
attended with a way to gain inspiration for their own 
content marketing, but they could learn strategies 
from other successful brands to take back home to 
their own businesses. This event is hugely effective for 
startup founders because it allows them to implement 
useful tools and tips into their business and give it the 
extra push it needs to successfully take off.

Thankfully the registration begins on December 1 for 
next year’s event, which will be in Cleveland once 
more on September 8-11. Be sure to plan ahead so 
you don’t miss this unforgettable event.

Were you unable to attend in 
2014?
Whatever the reason, if you missed this year’s Content 
Marketing World event, there are still several options 
available for you to enjoy and learn from some of the 

speakers and presentations that were at the event.

If you want the experience and insight that the event 
had to offer, there is a Video on Demand option for 
those still seeking the exclusive advice and guidance 
from this spectacular event. 

Once you check out the preview of what kinds of 
videos and slides they have to offer, you can find 
a package to purchase that will suit your content 
marketing needs. 

Intelligent Content Conference
If you can’t wait until next year’s event or you’re a 
little further from Cleveland than you’d like to be, 
there is an event available for all the West-coasters: 
The Intelligent Content Conference.

On March 23-25, 2015 in San Francisco, you can join 
some of the smartest content professionals in the 
world to learn about content marketing, content 
strategies and more. There will be two full days 
of information including case studies, discussions, 
presentations and day entirely dedicated to 
workshops. 

You will gain insight and information on other ideas 
relative to content marketing such as adaptive content 
and content management. If you’re passionate about 
the importance of content marketing and how it relates 
to your business, then you shouldn’t miss this event. 

If you’re still unconvinced, the word on the street says 
the infamous chocolate tasting bar will be returning!

the Content Marketing institute
Whether you’re a content marketer, digital strategist or amateur entrepreneur, the Content Marketing Institute 
can help you with your content marketing development. Their services, articles and events are almost guaranteed 
to help you improve your content marketing skills.

Be sure to utilize all of the options and services the site has to offer and don’t hesitate to sign up for their 
free newsletter or send an inquiry to their consulting group for more assistance. Taking advantage of these 
opportunities will open the doors for you, as a startup founder, in successfully improving your business as well as 
getting information out to your audience in a tactful and beneficial way.

If you’re just starting out or have owned a small business for years, the Content 
Marketing Institute has a little bit of something for everyone. Stop wondering where your 
content marketing is going wrong and visit their website today.

http://cmwcvideo.kvshowcase.com/

